SPECIALIZATION IN PATHOLOGY
10.0 courses

0.5 course: Biochemistry 2280A.
0.5 course: Biology 2382B.
0.5 course from: Biology 2290F/G, 2581B.
0.5 course: Chemistry 2213A/B.
0.5 course from: Chemistry 2211A/B, 2214A/B, 2223B.
0.5 course from: Biology 2244A/B or Statistical Sciences 2244A/B.
1.0 course: Pharmacology 3620.
1.0 course: Physiology 3120.
1.0 course: Pathology 3240A and 3245B with marks of at least 75% in each.
1.0 course: Pathology 4400A/B, 4500B.
1.0 course in Pharmacology at the 4000 level.
3.0 courses from: Anatomy and Cell Biology 3309, 3319, Biology 3316A/B, Chemistry 2272F, Epidemiology 2200A/B, Microbiology and Immunology 2500A/B, Pathology 3700F/G, 4200A/B, Physiology 3140A, Medical Sciences 4100F/G, 4000-level courses in Pharmacology, the former Epidemiology and Biostatistics 2200A/B, 3330B.